
Case Study

ComperiaRaty with Machine Learning technology 

from Algolytics indicates where you will get a loan

in 10 mins
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Results
ComperiaRaty indicates personalized credit offers with the highest probability

of a positive decision. The Scoring.One engine by Algolytics, a technology based

on Machine Learning, serves this purpose:

• Simultaneously aggregates and processes data from financial institutions;

• Replicates the potential loan process;

• Displays financing offers with the highest probability of a positive decision.

The process of matching a loan or a credit occurs for each completed application

on the ComperiaRaty platform (and soon also on Comfino deferred payments

for online stores - BNPL). All thanks to the use of AI and Machine Learning, which

allows to efficiently analyze more than 150 factors and pass on to a specific bank

or lending institution a product request from a verified customer.

On the customer side, the tool connects potential financial services customers

with the ‘tailor-made’ offers. Available offers are validated, selected according

to the individual needs of the applicant, and finally presented according

to the highest probability of being granted a loan. As a result, if a potential borrower

assumes that his maximum monthly installment can be up to EUR 200, all financing

offers meeting these requirements are analyzed.

Cooperation since 2019

✓ Aggregation of databases and financial institutions loan offers in less

than 1 second;

✓ Matching the offer to the individual needs of the applicant;

✓ Indication of the offer with the highest probability of positive consideration

and credit decision in about 10 minutes;

https://algolytics.pl/
https://wniosek.comperiaraty.pl/
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When there is a chance for a positive decision in 10 of them, ComperiaRaty

will display proposals with the highest probability of being granted a loan - thus

saving the customer time spent on searching for a loan and ensuring a decision

in about 10 minutes. The solution adapts to current offers on the financial market -

while Comperia does not loose the ability to make changes - e.g., in the way

of sorting or recommending financing services.

Challenge
The biggest challenge was to reflect potential loan paths in different financial

institutions. Additionally, in order to match process results with applicant

requirements in real-time, Machine Learning solutions had to rely on the highest

quality data. Keeping in mind also the rapidity of changes taking place

in the financial sector, constant access to source data and its continuous updating

was required.

‘Machine Learning-based solutions are constantly transforming the financial sector,

so in this industry it is not a question of 'if' but 'when' to reach for even more effective

technological solutions.... That is why we chose to cooperate with Algolytics.

We decided on reliability, effectiveness and dependability of our partner - the exact

values that we offer to ComperiaRaty clients every day.’

– said Szymon Fiecek, Member of the Board at Comperia.pl SA.

ComperiaRaty meets those challenges thanks to the Algolytics technology. Clients

of the loan service receive attractive and available financing offers with almost

certain positive response to their application.

https://algolytics.pl/
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Solution
A part of the implementation for ComperiaRaty is Scoring.One, a proprietary

Algolytics engine, which not only aggregates data, but also enriches it – i.e.,

by enhancing the predictive power of models thanks to the information obtained

from geocoding. The data used by Scoring.One comes from a variety of regularly

updated and reliable sources (both external and internal). Receiving up to

200 simultaneous queries from the ComperiaRaty website, in just 0.1 s Algolytics

engine aggregates, validates and processes all information to pre-select appropriate

offers. Then Scoring.One (based on several hundred specific variables) calculates

the probability of a positive decision in each institution. This way, the selected

personalized offers are displayed to ComperiaRaty users.

‚Comperia has created a user-friendly online tool that incorporates Machine Learning

algorithms and systems aggregating data from various sources. By taking into account

the individual needs of each applicant, the portal fulfills its mission - providing real help

in achieving applicants' goals. We are glad that Algolytics solutions are a part of this

process, supporting tailor-made financing and providing a chance for fast, safe and

positive processing of a loan application - everything that borrowers expect’.

– summed up the project Paweł Grzybowski, Algolytics COO.

https://algolytics.pl/
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Comperia.pl SA Group
A fintech operating since 2007, whose mission is to provide tailored financial

and insurance solutions. Since 2011, the company has been listed on the Warsaw

Stock Exchange. A member of the Polish Association of Credit Institutions

and a winner of numerous prestigious awards, including Deloitte Technology Fast 50.

The Comperia.pl SA Group comprises several services and products, including

Comperia.pl, ComperiaRaty, Comperia Ubezpieczenia, Compero.pl, Telepolis.pl

and Comfino (a payment solution for e-commerce launched in 2021 - a payment

marketplace that matches the user's shopping needs with the best options for paying

for a product or service in an online store: deferred payment, installments, or credit).

Read more: https://comperiaraty.pl/

Algolytics Technologies
Algolytics offers Machine Learning, AI, and Location Intelligence solutions.

The company's technology platforms for online scoring, consumer behavior

analytics, and location intelligence are used by leaders in the telecommunications,

finance, logistics, and e-commerce industries. Algolytics solutions reliably support

optimization and automation of business activities related to data analysis, logistic

operations, or B2C process automation - all thanks to proprietary Artificial

Intelligence and Machine Learning technologies.

Read more: https://algolytics.com

https://algolytics.pl/
https://comperiaraty.pl/
https://algolytics.com/
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